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Under the Law, a Child of Eight May Suffer Capital Punishment—The Law Concerning Crime

Youth No Bar

TO SENDING GEIDEL TO THE ELECTRIC CHAIR

In the early part of the last century a child of seven, named Jack Kelly, was. tried in New York for the murder of his mother, and his clothes were wet.

July 19, 1871, this newspaper published an account of the trial of one of these children. The case was that of a boy of six years old, named John Brown. He was tried and convicted of murder in the first degree.

The case of the child of eight, who was tried in Texas for murder, is very similar to the case of the child of seven. The child, in this case, was tried on a charge of murder in the first degree.

The child, who was aged eight years, was tried on a charge of murder in the first degree.

A hatchet, which had been washed, but which was too small for the child to use, was found in the child's possession.
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